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T
he field of electrically detecting and
manipulating single molecules pass-
ing through a nanopore has wit-

nessed tremendous progress over the past
decade.1,2 Among various applications, na-
nopore-based genome sequencing has
been under intensive studies.3�5 The idea
is to electrophoretically drive negatively
charged polynucleotides into a nanopore
and identify each constituent nucleotide
by monitoring longitudinal ionic current
blockage6�8 or transverse tunneling cur-
rents9�11 while the DNA molecule resides
within the pore.
An efficient way of manipulating DNA

capture and subsequent nanopore translo-
cation progress is an essential ingredient for
the electrical nanopore sequencing. In this
aspect, relatively low capture rate was ob-
served in the pioneering SiO2 nanopore
experiments.12 This was attributed to the
wall-surface-charge-induced positive elec-
troosmotic flow (EOF) that moves opposite
that of the polynucleotides and thus re-
duces permeation efficiency13 (Figure 1a).
From then on, several approaches have
been developed for the purpose of facili-
tating DNA capture and translocation. A
straightforward method is to increase the
longitudinal driving voltageU. Indeed,more
frequent capture events are achieved by
using larger U.14,15 However, an accompa-
nying effect is that the molecule speed
passing through a nanopore would also
get substantially increased due to the larger
driving field.15 This poses a severe obstacle
to the sequencing efforts: the two major
approaches, one by measuring ionic current
blockages and the other bymeasuring trans-
verse tunnel currents or capacitance, both
call for each nucleotide on the penetrating
DNA to dwell in the electrical “read” region
for more than 1 ms, i.e., with a speed of e1
base/ms.4 Another strategy for raising DNA
capture rate is to coat the nanopore deliber-
ately with alumina (Al2O3) to neutralize the

surface charges or even to achieve positive
wall surface charges.13,15 Consequently,
the induced negative EOF is now flowing in
the same orientation as DNA transloca-
tion, enhancing the DNA absorption motion
(Figure 1b). Nonetheless, the side effect is
very strong pore�polymer affinity since
the anionic DNA becomes electrostatically
bound to the positively chargedwall surface.
An effective way to control DNA transloca-
tion under such strong interaction for elec-
trical sequencing purposes remains to be
seen.
These circumstances present a dilemma

on how to facilitate the DNA absorption at
the pore entrance while attenuating and
regulating the translocation speed inside
the pore. From the viewpoint of pore ma-
terial, Al2O3 is beneficial for molecule cap-
ture, while it is not appropriate for
controlling DNA motion inside a nanopore;
on the contrary, SiO2 is capable of lowering
polynucleotide speed permeating the na-
nopore while reducing the capture rate. As
demonstrated in this work, a gate voltage,
UG, has the potential to integrate advan-
tages of both the Al2O3 pore and SiO2 pore
by tuning the extended electrical field E(R)
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ABSTRACT Understanding biophysics governing DNA capture into a nanopore and establishing a

manipulation system for the capture process are essential for nanopore-based genome sequencing.

In this work, the functionality of extended electric field and electroosmotic flow (EOF) during the

capture stage and their dependence on gate voltage, UG, are investigated. We demonstrate that

while both the electric field and EOF within a cis chamber make long-distance contributions to DNA

capture around the pore mouth, the former effect is always capturing, while the latter causes

trapping or blocking of the molecule depending on the magnitude of the gate voltage, UG: an anionic

EOF induced by high UG is capable of doubling the DNA trapping speed and thus the absorption radius

in the cis chamber, whereas a cationic EOF by low UG would substantially offset the trapping effort by

the electric field and even totally block DNA entrance into the pore. Based on the analysis, a gate

regulation is proposed with the objective of achieving a high DNA capture rate while maintaining a

low error rate.
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and EOF for DNA motion: a UG higher than half the
driving voltage U would enhance E(R) and induce
anionic EOF within the pore, leading to an increased
DNA capture rate, as in native Al2O3 pores, while a UG

lower than U/2 would make the performance like the
SiO2 pore, where the biopolymer penetration is slowed
by the cationic EOF. Thus, we propose a gate-control
device architecture for DNA capture and translocation:
during the capture stage a high gate voltage, UG, is
employed in order to enhance absorption, while a
sufficiently low UG is applied after a polymer gets
captured so that other molecules are blocked to avoid
sequencing errors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Capture Kinetics. The DNA capturemechanism around
the nanopore entrance is an intriguing phenomenon
that involves many physical processes. At present, there
is a controversy as towhether the extended electric field

from the pore mouth, E(R), or the hydrodynamic con-
vection causedby EOF around thepore entrance, V(R), is
the primary factor for driving DNA into the nanopore, as
seen in Figure 1b. One theory took account of the
continuity of E(R) around theporemouth and suggested
that E(R) can be written as Q/R2, where Q is the
equivalent charge amount at the pore entrance and R

is the distance from the entrance.16�18 However, this
argument was criticized as failing to consider the severe
screening by counterionswithin the solution: theDebye
length is about 0.3 nmwhen the salt concentration,NKCl,
is 1 M; that is, E(R) would get damped in a few
nanometers.19 As an alternative, it was speculated that
the space extension of EOF induced by the nanopore
wall surface charges should dominate the DNA-trapping
process.19,20 On the basis of this assumption, an absorp-
tion radius model was set up and the calculation results
showed nice agreements with experiments using an
Al2O3 nanopore.

19 Unfortunately, this theory could not
explain DNA capture and translocation experiments
using a SiO2 nanopore. As seen in Figure 1a, there could
be no absorption region near the nanopore mouth
according to the EOF-dominated picture, since EOF
induced by SiO2 wall surface charges flows opposite
the electrophoretic DNA motion, whereas successful
polynucleotide translocation has been observed in the
experiments.21�24 In our work, we took both electro-
static and hydrodynamic effects into account to explore
DNA capture and translocation in a solid-state nanopore.

Figure 1 shows schematic views of DNA capture
into SiO2 (a) and Al2O3 (b) nanopores. Here the most
significant differences between the two types of pores
are the charge signs and directions of EOF. It is known
that the surface charges are negative on SiO2 pore
walls,24,25 whereas they are positive on Al2O3 ones.

15,26

Therefore, wall-surface-charge-induced electrical dou-
ble layers are composed of cations (Kþ) for SiO2 and
anions (Cl�) for Al2O3. Under a driving voltage across
the nanopore, EOF within SiO2 pores is in the orienta-
tion opposite that of anionic DNA molecules, thus
retarding the polymer translocation, and vice versa

for Al2O3 pores. As shown in the figure, impacts of
electric field and EOF on the polymer capture can be
represented as counteracting FE� FO in SiO2 pores and
as reinforcing FE þ FO in Al2O3 pores.

We set up a multiphysics model including electro-
statics, hydrodynamics, and ion transport (see Meth-
ods section) to implement a quantitative evaluation
of electric field, EB, and EOF velocity, VB, in the whole
system, as sketched in Figure 2a. Ra is the absorption
radius within the cis chamber from the pore entrance,
defined as the distance translocated by DNA mol-
ecules before entering the pore within the Zimm
relaxation time:19,20

τZ ¼
Z Ra

0

dR
VDNA(R)

(1)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of a SiO2 nanopore with
positively charged electrical double layers (EDL), which
flows opposite that of negatively charged DNA under
electric driving field. In the figure red balls represent net
charges of Kþ ions. (b) Similar view of a Al2O3 nanopore
where EDL are negatively charged and thus flow along the
same orientation as that of anionic polynucleotides. The
blue balls denote net charges of Cl� ions. EDL in (a) apply a
repulsive force on DNA, leading to reduced capture rates,
while those in (b) exert additional forward force on the
polymer so that the capture rate is enhanced.
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where τZ is Zimm relaxation time of the DNA mole-
cule, and VDNA is the local DNA velocity within the cis

chamber. Near the pore mouth, VDNA is approximated
as the sum of drift velocity, Vdr, diffusion velocity, Vdi,
and convection velocity, Vc:

VDNA ¼ Vdr þ Vdi þ Vc � � μDNAE � DDNA

Ra
þ V (2)

where μDNA and DDNA are electrophoretic mobility
and diffusion coefficient of the DNAmolecule, and V is
the velocity hydrodynamic flow.

We first deduced a potential profile along a nano-
pore as seen in Figure 2a. The whole driving voltage, U,
is made up by three parts: U = Ucis þ Upore þ Utran,
where Upore is within nanopore, Ucis is at the cis

chamber, and Utrans is decreasing at the trans chamber.
This equation demonstrates the dilemma of previous
approaches: in order to increase the polymer capture
rate, a larger U is implemented so that Ucis is enhanced;
however Upore also increases, leading to unwanted
high-speed penetration through the nanopore. Hence,
in order to achieve a high absorption rate (Ucis v) and
low translocation speed (Upore V), the voltage residue
ratio R = Ucis/U ≈ [2 þ (Upore/Ucis)]

�1 should be max-
imized in the device design.

Distributions of z-component electric field Ez and
potential U along the pore axis are plotted in Figure 2b
with parameters as in the experiments:21 Rpore = 5.1 nm,

Lpore = 40 nm, NKCl = 150 mM, and U = 120 mV. This
figure demonstrates that the voltage decreases linearly
within the pore, while it extends several tens of nano-
meters into the cis and trans chambers. The former is
ascribed to the small aspect ratio Rpore/Lpore, and the
latter indicates that the screening effect by the coun-
terions is not so strong. This is further illustrated by the
distribution of Ez within the cis chamber: Ez does not
decay exponentially as exp(�R/λD), where λD is the
Debye length, <1 nm; rather, it decays as 1/R2 from
the pore entrance once R > 2Rpore. Therefore, our multi-
physics modeling identifies that the extended electric
field in the cis chamber would play a prominent role in
DNA capture. The physical mechanism is that theDebye
length approximation, originated from the Poisson�
Boltzmann equation19,27 for equilibrium or near-
equilibrium transport, becomes invalid for far-from-
equilibrium cases such as voltage-driven ion trans-
port here. Our further evaluation indicates that E(R) ≈
E0(Rpore

2/R2) = U(Rpore
2/2LporeR

2) suggested by pre-
vious work16�18 is a good approximation for nano-
pores with small aspect ratio Rpore/Lpore and low salt
concentration NKCl.

Figure 2c plots the voltage residue ratio R = Ucis/U
as a function of nanopore radius, Rpore, under various
pore lengths, Lpore. This figure reveals that R would be
enhanced with increasing Rpore, implying higher yield of
polymer capture when using larger radius nanopores.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic view of DNA capture into and translocation through an Al2O3 cylinder nanopore. The voltage drop is
divided into three parts:Uciswithin the cis chamber,Upore within the pore, andUtranswithin the trans chamber:U =UcisþUporeþ
Utrans. We can see a sufficiently large voltage residual ratioR=Ucis/U is beneficial since largeUcis results in a promoted capture
rate, while smallUpore lowers the polymer translocation speed, thus favoring the electrical interrogationwithin the nanopore.
(b) Z-Component electric driving field, Ez, and potential, U, distribution along nanopore z-axis. The nanopore length, Lpore, is
40 nm, radius Rpore is 5.1 nm, salt concentrationNKCl = 150mM, and the applied voltage isU = 120mV. It demonstrates that Ez
decays as 1/R2 from the nanopore entrance within the cis chamber, rather than exponentially as exp(� R/λD), where λD is the
Debye length,∼0.8 nm. (c) Voltage residue ratioR=Ucis/U as a function of nanopore radius, Rpore, under various pore lengths,
Lpore. We note that the situation of the graphene nanopore is explored here as Lpore = 1 nm. (d) Capture rate,Γ, as a function of
nanopore length, Lpore, under various pore radii, Rpore. The dark yellow, blue, red, and black lines correspond to Rpore = 20, 10,
5.1, and 1 nm, respectively. Here we assume a 60 nM λ-DNA solution is used. Inset plots the critical radius, Rcs, for the
coil�stretch transition within the cis chamber from the pore mouth.
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This is accredited to the weaker screening effect by
ions in EOF since the EDL become relatively thinner
and farther from the nanopore z-axis in larger radius
pores (a detailed illustration is provided in the Sup-
porting Information, where the electric field and
screening charge distribution along the nanopore
z-axis are plotted). In addition, for nanopores with
the same radii the thicker the nanopore (Lpore v), the
smaller R becomes. It is just as expected, since thicker
nanopores would lead to larger potential drops inside
the pore, thus reducing residue voltage in the outer
chambers. Thus we conclude that a large pore aspect
ratio, Rpore/Lpore, would benefit DNA capture substan-
tially, and this agrees with the experimental observa-
tions. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the curve
with Lpore = 1 nm is plotted with the purpose of
investigating capture capability of graphene nano-
pores. The single- or few-layer graphene nanopores,
as ultrathin electrical probes, are believed to achieve
single-nucleotide resolution readily,28 thus becoming
one focus of current research.29�33 From our calcula-
tion it seems that given the same pore aspect ratio
and driving voltage, graphene nanopores have the
largest voltage residue ratio and thus the greatest
polymer capture rate. Nonetheless, we note that, on
the other hand, the electric field within the pore, Epore
≈ (U � 2Ucis)/Lpore, is quite large due to graphene
thickness, leading to undesirable high translocation
speed. As demonstrated in the following section, we
will propose gate regulation as a potential solution.

We further calculate the capture rate, Γ, defined as
those DNA polymers arriving at the nanopore mouth
and then successfully overcoming the entropy barrier
at the pore mouth:18,20,34

Γ ¼ Γ0e
q
�
(ΔU � Fl

†)=kBT (3)

Γ0 ¼ 2πRa
2c0VDNA (4)

where Γ0 characterizes the rate of DNA molecules
reaching the pore entrance,ΔU is the electrical capture
potential in the cis chamber, Fl

† is the entropy barrier
height, q* is the effective charge amount of the DNA
chain end, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature of the solution, and c0 is the far field
concentration of DNA molecules. Calculated capture
rates based on the above model show good accor-
dance with experimental observations15 (see Figure S3
and the associated discussion in the Supporting
Information). The dependence of Γ on nanopore
length, Lpore, and pore radius, Rpore, is depicted in
Figure 2d. The inset plots the associated variance of Rcs
with Lpore and Rpore. Here Rcs is defined as the critical
radius from the nanopore entrance where a DNA
coil�stretch transition would happen due to the
velocity gradient,35,19 another quantity evaluating nano-
pore absorption capability. According to our calcula-
tion, Rcs is close to Ra quantitatively. By comparing
Figure 2d and its inset, we find that the variation
tendency of Γ with pore dimension is similar to that
of Rcs. Therefore, Ra (or Rcs) deserves emphasis in
the discussion since it determines the experimental
observable Γ.

Gate Manipulation. Having analyzed the DNA capture
process and its variance with pore material and dimen-
sion,wenowexplore its dependence ongate controlling.

Figure 3. Two-dimensional charge density, Fe, in the z�r
plane, where gate voltage UG = 30 mV (a) and 90 mV (b). In
the former case, more Kþ ions are accumulated in the
channel due to much stronger electric field from the trans
chamber pointing to the pore; while in the latter case, more
Cl� ions are accumulated. The z-component electric field, Ez,
along the nanopore z-axis is plotted in (c), where the red line
is for UG = 30 mV, and the blue line is for UG = 90 mV.
Parameters are as follows: nanopore radius Rpore = 5.1 nm,
length Lpore = 40 nm, salt concentration NKCl = 150 mM, and
driving voltage U = 120 mV, as in typical nanopore experi-
ments.21 We note that gate dielectrics has been neglected
here for convenience; that is, UG discussed in this work
refers to surface potential induced by gate bias in the real
experiments.

Figure 4. Two-dimensional distribution of liquid velocity, V,
in the z�r plane, where gate voltage UG = 30 mV (a) and 90
mV (b). The arrows characterize normalized velocity direc-
tion, while the color denotes velocity magnitude. We note
that (a) and (b) are equivalent to SiO2 and Al2O3 nanopores,
respectively. The z-component of the velocity, Vz, along the
nanopore z-axis is plotted in (c), where the red line is forUG=
30mV and the blue line is forUG = 90mV. Parameters are set
the same as in Figure 3.
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Recently, the successful fabrication of gate-all-around
nanopores and nanochannels provides an efficient way
of manipulating the ionic transport by gate voltages.36,37

Sincegate voltage is capable of tuning ion chargedensity
in the nanopore, we become aware that this would also
be able tomanipulate DNA capture at the poremouth by
controlling EOF strength and electric driving field dis-
tribution. Here we propose a strategy of regulating DNA
capture through gate voltage and give a quantitative
study in the following.

Figure 3 plots the net charge distribution in the cis

chamber, nanopore, and trans chamber under driving
voltage U = 120 mV, with a low gate voltage, UG = 30
mV, and a high one,UG = 90mV. For both cases, Kþ ions
accumulate at the exit of the nanopore, while Cl� ions
accumulate at the entrance, ascribed to the electric
driving field pointing from the trans chamber to the
pore and from the pore to the cis chamber. On the
other hand, a low gate voltage results in a stronger
electric field near the exit of the nanopore, as depicted
in Figure 3c, and many more Kþ piling there, while a
high UG achieves the opposite. Now we arrive at one
central finding of this work: a gate voltage UG < U/2
induces cationic EDL in the fluid channel, whileUG >U/2
does the opposite. The former EDL would flow from
the trans to the cis chamber under driving voltages,
thus blocking DNA absorption into the nanopore,
while the latter moves in the same direction as DNA
trapping, promoting the capture process. This is clearly
demonstrated in Figure 4, where two-dimensional
hydrodynamic velocity fields, V, in the nanopore
radius�axis plane are plotted for UG = 30 and 90 mV.
Figure 4c further plots the z-component fluid velocity,
Vz, along the nanopore z-axis under UG = 30 mV (red
line) and 90 mV (blue line). We stress that from the
viewpoint of EOF sign and direction, smaller UG be-
haves like those negative surface charges on SiO2

nanopore walls, while larger UG makes nanopores
perform like Al2O3. Finally, it is intriguing to find that
Vz becomes largest near the pore entrance when UG =
30 mV, revealing that the blocking effect would be
strongest at the pore mouth rather than at the exit. It is
a favorable effect for the objective of preventing other
polymers from entering the pore when there has
already been one inside the nanopore. Here the under-
lying physics is the continuity principle of liquid flow, as
seen in Figure 4a.

In general, Figure 3 depicts the redistribution of
electric driving fields in the presence of gate voltage,
UG, while Figure 4 exhibits that of EOF caused by UG.
For the purpose of blocking DNA molecules from
absorbing into nanopores, a small gate voltage (<U/2)
functions in two aspects: on one hand, the electric
driving field at the pore entrance gets attenuated due
to reduced bias voltage between the pore wall and the
cis chamber (compare red line andblue line in Figure 3c);
on the other hand, more cations are induced in the

fluid channel so that EOF rather than DNA capture
motion is enhanced, and consequently the liquid out-
flow from the pore entrance gets reinforced, putting a
stronger repelling force on DNA molecules trying to
enter the pore (Figure 3a and Figure 4a). For the target
of improving DNA capture rate, a large gate voltage
contributes also in two aspects: the electric field for
absorption at the pore mouth is increased, while the
anionic EOF is reinforced, promoting convection velo-
city of the DNA trapping motion. In brief, a low gate
voltage leads to weakened electric capture force and

Figure 5. (a) DNA velocity, VDNA, along the z-axis within the
cis chamber is made up of two components: the drift-
diffusion velocity, VD, mainly determined by extended
electric field E(R) from the pore entrance, and the convec-
tion velocity, Vc, due to EOF. Here Kþ represents UG = 30mV
where EOF is opposite of DNA capture and translocation
(see Figure 4a), while Cl� characterizes UG = 90 mV (see
Figure 4b). The inset gives a detailed view of these velocity
components a bit further away from the nanopore: VDNA =
VCþ VD is positive at UG = 30mV, while it becomes negative
atUG = 90mV. Other parameters are the same as in Figure 3.
(b) Absorption radius, Ra, and VDNA at the pore entrance as
functions of gate voltage, UG. Insets give detailed views
showing that there exists a threshold voltage Uth ≈ 36 mV,
belowwhich DNA could not get into the pore and Ra is zero.
(c) Threshold gate voltage, Uth, for DNA capture as a
function of nanopore aspect ratio, Lpore/Rpore, under various
pore radii, Rpore.
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strengthened hydrodynamic repulsive force, while a
high gate voltage does the opposite.

So far, the dependence of an extended electric field
and EOF on gate voltage and their influence on poly-
mer capture have been analyzed qualitatively. Next, we
performed a quantitative study of DNA motion under
gate voltage. The drift-diffusion velocity, VD = Vdrþ Vdi,
and convection velocity, VC, of polynucleotides along
the z-axis in the cis chamber are plotted in Figure 5a (in
fact, the diffusion velocity is negligible compared to
the drift velocity for λ-DNA capture discussed in this
work; a detailed analysis is provided in the Supporting
Information). Kþ represents UG = 30 mV, while Cl�

represents UG = 90 mV. The pore entrance is located at
Z = 10 nm, and the exit at Z =�10 nm. Therefore, DNA
molecules with VD þ VC < 0 are capable of being
absorbed, while those with VD þ VC > 0 would be
driven away from the pore entrance. The inset gives a
detailed view of these velocity components at about
100 nm away from the pore mouth. For UG = 90 mVwe
find VD≈ VC < 0. This indicates that a high enough gate
voltage would double the DNA trapping speed by
inducing negatively charged EOF, and consequently,
the absorption radius doubles under high UG. For UG =
30 mV, VD þ VC > 0 is observed, indicating the DNA
molecule would be expelled away from the pore
entrance by the strong hydrodynamic outflow. The
threshold voltage below which total blockage of DNA
molecules would occur is explored in Figure 5b, where
DNA velocity at the pore entrance, VDNA(entr), and
absorption radius, Ra, are plotted as functions of gate
voltage, UG. VDNA(entr) keeps increasing as UG gets
lower and finally turns positive (inset). Respectively, Ra
becomes zero, signifying no capture event could occur
now. We would like to mention that below the thresh-
old gate voltage, Uth, the positive VDNA should be
understood as that some DNA polymer may get close
enough to the pore mouth through Brownian motion
and then be driven away by the nanopore outflow
there.

The dependence of threshold gate voltage, Uth, on
pore geometry is further investigated in Figure 5c. We
find that for nanopores with large pore aspect ratio
(Rpore/Lpore f ¥) Uth does not exist; that is, the DNA
molecule could always penetrate the pore regardless
of the gate voltage applied. This can be attributed to
the weakened gate control ability: the thickness of the
gate-manipulated EOF is measured in units of Debye
length; thus a sufficiently large pore radius makes its
influenceweaker and even trivial (though invalid along
the transport z-axis, Debye length estimation remains a
good approximation of nanopore radius direction, as
seen in Figure 3a and b). In addition, Uth becomes
saturated as the pore length increases (Lpore/Rpore v).
Such a saturation behavior originates from the variance
of voltage residue ratio,Ucis/U, with pore thickness, Lpore,
as plotted in Figure 2: Ucis/U keeps decreasing with

increasing Lpore and finally stays at theminimum; there-
upon the gate voltage required to offset the absorbing
effect by Ucis also becomes saturated.

From the above results, we propose gate control on
the DNA capture process, as seen in Figure 6: at the
beginning a high gate voltage, UG, is exerted with the
objective of inducing anionic EOF so that the DNA
capture rate is enhanced (capture stage); after success-
ful capturing of a polynucleotide into the nanopore,
the variation of longitudinal ionic current triggers a
switch ofUG to that below the threshold, leading to the
blockage of other polynucleotides into the nanopore,
while there has been one translocation inside (block
stage); finally, the successful translocation of the cur-
rent DNA molecule through the pore causes termina-
tion of ionic current blockage, which serves as a
feedback signal to gate control. It is worth mentioning
that at the block stage, the low gate voltagewould also
substantially lower the translocation speed of the
target DNA molecule threading the nanopore.38 Thus
the sequencing requirement of each nucleotide dwell-
ing in the pore for at least 0.1 ms could also get
addressed.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have assessed the influence of
electric field and hydrodynamic flow on the DNA
capture process and their dependence on gate con-
trolling. Our study demonstrated that a gate bias
smaller than half the longitudinal driving voltage
would reduce the electric capture field andmeanwhile
promote the cationic electroosmotic flow, which
blocks DNA from entering the pore, thus suppressing
the DNA capture process. Quantitatively a threshold
gate voltage is identified below which no polymer
absorption could occur. On the other hand, a higher

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of gate manipulation of
DNA capture via feedback of ionic current signal. Blue balls
denote Cl� ions, while red balls represent Kþ ions. The big
arrows indicate direction of hydrodynamic flow. Forces
exerted on DNA by the driving field and by EOF are
characterized as FE and FO, respectively. At the capture
stage, a larger gate voltage, UG, is applied for the objective
of promoting DNA absorption radius and inducing polymer
coil�stretch transition; at the translocation stage, UG be-
comes smaller than the threshold for DNA capture, thus
preventing other polymers from entering the pore.
Switching between the two stages is triggered by the
blocking and restoring of ionic current.
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gate voltage would perform oppositely, enhancing the
absorption radius substantially. On the basis of the
analysis, we have proposed a feedback gate manipula-
tion of the DNA capture process, with the potential of

promoting the capture rate and minimizing the se-
quencing error rate. Our results can provide guidelines
for the experimental gate manipulation of DNA cap-
ture and translocation through solid-state nanopores.

METHODS
A two-dimensional z-axis symmetric model calculating ion

transport, laminar flow, and electrostatics along the z-direction
andnanopore radial directionwas built with COMSOL (School of
Mathematical Sciences, Peking University):

(1) Poisson equation for electrostatics:

r 3 EB ¼ r2U ¼ � Fe
εf

¼ �
e∑

i

zini

εf
(5)

In the above equation, EB is the electric field, U is the
electrical potential, Fe is the net charge density, εf is
permittivity of the fluid, ni is the concentration of the ith
ionic species, and zi is the valency.

(2) Steady-state Navier�Stokes equation for liquid motion:

FvB 3rvB ¼ �rpþ μr2vBþ e∑
i

ziniEB (6)

where vB is the velocity of the liquid, p is the hydrostatic
pressure, and μ is the fluid viscosity.

(3) Steady-state Nernst�Plank equation for ion motion:

r 3NBi ¼ r 3 (nivB � Dirni � μinirU) ¼ 0 (7)

NBi is the ionic flux density of the ith ionic species, Di is the
diffusivity, and μi is the mobility.
Parameters used in the calculation: Electric mobility of dou-

ble-stranded λ-DNA, μDNA = 4.1� 10�8m2/(V s);39mobility of Kþ

and Cl�, μK = 7.616� 10�8 m2/sV and μCl = 7.909� 10�8 m2/sV;
solution permittivity, εf = 7.08 � 10�10 F/m; fluid viscosity, μ =
8.91 � 10�4 Pa 3 s.
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